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From: "Rakesh Kumar" <rakesh_ishwar@yahoo.com>
To: "Rakesh"
<rakesh_ishwar@yahoo.
com>

Dear friends
Today is April 26th, 2009 , and its time for my newsletter.
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Yesterday was the new moon with Sun and moon both in Aries, Mercury moved to Taurus yesterday, Venus
and Mars remain in Pisces, almost degree wise in conjunction, Jupiter in Capricorn with Rahu, Saturn in Leo,
Uranus moved into Pisces on April 6th, and Ketu in Cancer. Jupiter will move into Aquarius on May 2nd until July
31st, and some good changes are expected during this transit.

First of all, the economic crises. The economy is going to take an upward trend from next week, and businesses
will start doing well. Money is going to come in, and even the Wall Street will start an upward trend in the graph.
America will see hope and better times soon. There will be trade collaborations with some countries and the
country will become secure again. America will also decide to withdraw troops from Iraq , and strengthen its
military with help of other countries to fight terrorism. I see America joining hands with 3 major partners. Banks
will get busy again, and real estate and property related businesses will do brisk business. Overall, this spring
and summer will be fruitful. But the actual long term change will come after December 20th this year.
Hillary Clinton will get an important task, in which she will excel, and prove worthy of her rank and responsibility.
I feel that she will be instrumental in the war and security situation around the world. Although she may get
some flak for her decisions or approach to the task. Hillary may be susceptible to some health issues. Her
husband may also be susceptible to some kidney to Cardiac problems. She will be doing a lot of traveling and
experience mental stress.
President Obama will propose some unconventional strategies which will raise eyebrows and create some
unsettling situations. From June onwards, till September 10th, he may be at some risk, so his personal security
should be enhanced. Islamic Jehadis (terrorists) may target him. He may also experience some blood pressure
problems, or health related to blood related infections.
As per India ’s chart, the time is not good. India is going through the seven and a half year cycle of Saturn until
September 10th this year. The present time will cause unrest, uncertainty, defragmentation in the government,
and security factors. I feel that the country will go through some reversals from this September, and the overall
good time and solidity of the country will only be established from May/June 2010 onwards. This time will see a
new leader, and a great transformation of the country. India will shine like a light and start a new trend in the
world by righteousness, spiritual and human values and prosperity. This will also be the beginning of a new era
for India . Almost like a renaming the country.
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Whatever situations prevail in India , the neighboring countries like Sri Lanka , Pakistan , and Bangladesh will
also be affected since astrological points around these countries are more or less similar. Therefore I see
difficult situations for these countries as well. The only major difference is that the astrological chart of all these
countries will be different.
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For individuals, those who have the moon sign of Taurus, Leo, Capricorn, and to some extent Libra, will
experience some difficult situations. But Gemini, Libra and Aquarius signs will see some sudden good changes,
and relief. The individual chart of every person would show different influences and effects.
For various holistic and spiritual services offered at the ISHWARCENTER, please visit the website: ishwarastral.
com.
May God bless the world with Wisdom, Peace and harmony.
Dr. Rakesh Kumar
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